
                                               More Words of Warning From the Holy Spirit 

                                                                            Cryptic1 

These words were given 9.14.20 to 9.22.20.                                                                           

For the past week, upon awakening, I have been hearing words from the Holy Spirit.  I wasn't sure how 

to go about this, but for now will just share the words as they have been given to me.  Any comments 

are my own.  

As I'm checking my phone to retrieve the words I wrote down, I note the time is 5:55 -  which for me 

signifies to listen up, to pay attention, the Lord is speaking. 

9.14.20.  The first word I was given was BOKO HARAM.  I knew they were some sort of militant group.  

Then the Holy Spirit led me to an article titled 'Boko Haram has abducted over 1,000 children, killed 

more than 2,000 teachers' (by Morgan Winsor of abcnews.go.com 4.14.18) The following is an excerpt. 

"Most recently, suspected Boko Haram fighters abducted 110 students from an girls' boarding 

school...more than a month later, 104 of the schoolgirls were freed by their captors following "back-

channel efforts".   

"One of the....schoolgirls, Liya Sharibu, wasn't released because she had apparently refused her captors' 

orders to convert from Christianity to Islam..." 

A highlight reads "Nigerian schoolgirl who 'refused to denounce Christ' remains captive after dozens 

freed, father says." 

The Holy Spirit then emphasized the words 'refused to denounce Christ'.   

I believe the Holy Spirit is pointing to Boko Haram as a type of Islamic persecution to come and a 

reminder to Christians to persevere in faith as this young girl did, not bowing down or giving in to the 

demands of terrorists or others but to the Lord Jesus Christ alone. 

9.14.20.A few hours later I heard My WORD.  The Holy Spirit gave me Isaiah 55:11.  

"So shall My word be that goes forth from My mouth;.  

It shall not return to Me void, 

But it shall accomplish what I please, 

And it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it." 

We all know TIME'S UP based on the word from the prophets and messengers.  I think the Holy Spirit is 

confirming that God's Word on His coming judgments is coming to fruition.  As His Word "goes forth 

from My mouth'  through the prophets it "shall accomplish what I please" as judgments fall beginning 

with the nation of America. 



9.15.20. I heard the name 'Apophis'.  I knew this was referring to the asteroid that will be passing close 

to the earth in the year 2029.  Below is an excerpt titled 'Asteroid WARNING: Asteroid Apophis 'headed 

right for Earth' could hit on Friday 13, 2029' by Sebastian Kettley 7.8.19. 

"ASTEROID Apophis threatens to slam into the Earth on the unlucky date of April 13, 2029, in order to 

fulfil a biblical prophecy of the end time, a Christian preacher has shockingly claimed.  Evangelist 

Christians waiting for the Second Coming of Jesus Christ and the end of the world fear an asteroid “deep 

impact” is coming. Paul Begley, a Christian preacher from West Lafayette in Indiana, US, has warned an 

in April this year an asteroid could hit the Earth as soon as 2029. Citing prophetic passages from the 

Bible’s Book of Revelation, the firebrand preacher said the monstrous Asteroid Apophis matches biblical 

descriptions of the Apocalypse. Speaking online to his fervent followers, the preacher said Apophis could 

Earth on Friday 13 in 2029 or on its return date in 2036." 

I knew 'Apophis' appearance was a long way off yet the Holy Spirit gave me this word.  We can certainly 

pray to mitigate the effects of this asteroid but it is still coming.  We can also prepare for this cataclysmic 

event the best we can.  But in the end, there is no place we can run to or hide that will shelter us save 

being in the shelter of the arms of the Lord Jesus.  Perhaps that is the point the Holy Spirit trying to 

make.  We should prepare both physically and spiritually (the Holy Spirit added the word 'REPENT') for 

what is coming and then stay close at Jesus' side.   

9.16.20 I heard 'Roe v Wade'. 

On 9.18.20 the world learned that Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsbug had passed.  According to 

current news, President Trump is looking at several potential candidates to be the next Supreme Court 

Justice.  I believe the Holy Spirit is again giving us these words in order that we might pray.  A battle is 

brewing in the courts of heaven and earth and America needs to get this one right.  Abortion is one of 

the biggest offenses against the Almighty and the church has the opportunity to pray in the next 

conservative voice that will not only uphold the Constitution but uphold the rights of the unborn who 

are being massacred as I write. 

9.19.20. I heard the Holy Spirit say 'tell them'.  The Holy Spirit was referring to the words 'milk and 

honey' which had been on my mind since I'd read a post here on this site titled 'Woe Woe Woe' by 

Freshoilreleases on 9.10.20. The article warned of a coming attack on two U.S. cities involving poisonous 

gases and the poisoning of the water system around election time.  It appears that the poisonous gases 

would cause skin irritation and that 'milk and honey' would alleviate it. 

Then I read another article on this site titled 'Get Milk And Honey' by 3M Prophecies on 9.17.20 which 

spoke of 'milk and honey' in more symbolic terms.  Since then on 9.21.20 and 9.22.20 I was led to the 

words 'milk and honey' for further confirmation from the Holy Spirit to  stock up on milk and honey in 

preparation for this dire event. 

On 9.20.20 I was listening to a You Tube video of Chris Tomlin's song Amazing Grace (My Chains Are 

Gone).  I was familiar with the original Amazing Grace but not with Chris Tomlin's updated version.  



When I got to the first line of the last verse of the song I was overcome in the spirit because the words 

that were written back in 2017 suddenly came to life at that moment.  

(Excerpt of Amazing Grace - chorus and last verse by Chris Tomlin) 

Amazing grace, how sweet the sound 

That saved a wretch like me 

I once was lost, but now am found 

Was blind, but now I see 

 

The Earth shall soon dissolve like snow 

The sun forbear to shine 

But God, Who called me here below 

Will be forever mine 

Will be forever mine 

You are forever mine 

Today 9.22.20 I woke up to the words 'death of an economy" from the Holy Spirit.  Those were the 

words that actually prompted me to write this post even though I know little about economics.  But 

what I do know is that the world and America in particular is soon headed for an economic collapse 

which will in turn usher in the New World Order and the Mark of the Beast.   

It seems we have much to pray for.  I thank the Holy Spirit for His continued warnings as it appears more 

are waking up to the truth of what's going on in the world.  


